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I.

Introductory information.

Legal basis for the review and evaluation.
The review and evaluation is presented at the request of Chair of the Research Degree

Award Council of the Poznań University of Economics and Business, based on the
written communication of April 27,2022 from Prof. dr hab. Barbara Jankowska and
under the specific-task contract no.U22/.01118. The doctoral degree award procedure

was initiated under the Law on Higher Education and Science of JuIy 2018 and falls
within the discipline of Management and Quality Studies. The review aims to assess
whether the doctoraI dissertation meets the following requirements set out in Article
187 of the aforementioned legal act:
1. ThŁ doctoral dissertation is indicatiae of the candidate's
firm grasp of theory in a specifc

discipline(s) of science and his/her ability to conduct independent research or artistic actiuiĘ.
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2. The doctoral dissertation deliaers or addresses an original solution of n scientific issue, an
original approach to the application of the author's

oTLln research

findings in

a business or social

domain, or an original artistic accomplishment.
3, The dissertation is, in principle, submitted in uriting and may take the form of a scientific
monograph, a collection of thematically related published research peperq a technology project,
a design project, an implementation project or an artistic project, as ruell as of an autonomous

and isoląble part of a collectiae effort.
4.

Attąched to the doctoral dissertation shallbe

a

summary in English or, in case the dissertation

is ulritten in a foreign language - a summrlry in Polish. In the eaent that the dissertation is not
delirered, in ulritten form, outlines in both Polish and English must be attached.

General description of the dissertation.
The dissertation has been submitted for review in written form, as prescribed by
applicable laws, It has been prepared
a

in English and delivered complete with

summary in Polish. It has 217 pages in total, each page containing approximately 30

lines. The table of contents is well-balanced and of average size (pp. I-IV). The first two

pages provide a list of abbreviations used in the dissertation (pp. 1-2). The following
165 pages

comprise the central narrative part (pp. 3-1,67).Further (pp. 168-186)is found

an extensive bibliography including 209 items, The dissertation has been carefully
documented, with ail data sources meticulously referenced. The list of tables (pp.187190) itemizes 54 tables, and the list of figures (pp. 191,-193) includes 47 charts and

graphs. Included are four Appendices (pp. 195-217) enumerating and specifying the
subsequent stages of the underlying research work.

II. The research problem and its solution.
Topic of the dissertation.
The dissertation spans a broad area, combining current issues in information society,

digital services being the key produc! with the transition from mass marketing to
personalized marketing, or personalization, conceived as a way of tailoring unique

offerings

to individual

customers/users, technology advances leading

to

the

automation of intellectual/knowledge work (here, evident in the replacement of
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lrumans

in building personality profiles), A more in-ciepth reading reveals

the

interdisciplinary aspects of the dissertation involving linkages to services marketing,

psychology of personality, and information

systems with a

focuq on their

development and maintenance yet further including machine learning and
inJormation security, the latter chiefly in the context of threats to the rights of privacy.
T'he relevance of, and the current interest in, the topics addressed by the dissertation
is highlighted by ample references to literature/ many of which are items published

in

recent years, Attention should also be brought to the importance of studies in the fields

covered by the dissertation for the development of theory and applications of services

marketing and psychology of personality.
Research gaps.
The research problem tackled by the dissertation relates to the need to refine electronic

services as well as to Philip Kotler's 1997 proposition to start segmenting consumer

markets by geographic, demographic, psychographic and

behavioral

criteria/variables, The dissertation perceives that the segmentatiory or profiling,
methods being used

in the world of today do not perform up to

expectations.

A profound overview of existing literafure on personality typing (determination)
based on digital footprints and automatic profiling solutions helps discover research
gaps (pp. 73-75). The first two of the eight inadequacies of existing solutions identified
in the dissertation seem critically significant to further research: (1) personality profiles

generated from the tracking of digital footprints are not delivered just in time, which

compromises the potential benefits of their use given the dynamic environment in

which digital.services are provided; (2) automatic personality typing performed via

external servers/ thus implying multiple storage locations, cannot ensure full
protection of user privacy rights. To address these research gaps,the dissertation offers

theoretical and methodological underpinnings

for

automatic psychographic

segmentation drawing on the Big Five personality traits, It should be emphasized that

that the research procedure reported in the dissertation is founded on a solid and

widely recognized paradigm, i.e, Hevner's Design Science Research.
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Goal and Research Questions.
Tlrc primary objectiue of this doctoral dissertation is to detlelop noael, effectizle and accurate
methods

for

assessing user's needs defined by the personality profile, that is automatically

indicgted and, based on the data aaailable from the moment of the seruice installation ruithout
the delay connected zuith collecting user's data log,

'I'he

following research questions are posed:

(RQ.l.): Is it possible to create an automatic method for determining the user's personality
based on the mobile phone data aaailable at the time of the application

(RQ.Z.):

ls it possible to

create an automatic personalisation ruitll

installation?

full prioacy of users

data

(ruithout the necessity of sharing data ruith the supplier)?

(RQ.3,):

ls it possible to use an

automated personaliĘ detecting method for personalising

electronic seraices?

The thesis states that:
Automatic identification of the Llser's personality profile, based on the data aaailable during the
installation of the electronic seraice, can be used as a classifier facilitating the personalization
of the seruice,
The thesis is ae:rified on an example of

a

class of electronic seraices; an application installed on

srunrtphones.

Research procedure.

As stated above, the research procedure adopts the Design Science Research (DSR)
paradigm by Hevner and Chateerjee (2012), Under the paradigm, the Design stage
stands for building artefacts that meet society's needs. The dissertation points to two
artefacts that were created as an outcome of the author's research: (A.1) A method for

determining the lJser's Initial Personality Profile (UISPP) based on the minimum
amount of data available at the time of installation, (A.ż) A method for implementing

the Personality-based Automatic Personalization of App (PAPA) founded on the
UISPP model.
Research projects aligned with the DSR paradigm wi11 typically involve three cycles:

Design cycle

- where

artefacts are defined and iteratively refined within a research

process/ Releyance cycle - where the relevant realm of practice begins to benefit from

gradual application of the artefacts, and Rigor cycle - where new knowledge and new

experiences are validated vis-d-vis user needs and requirements. The dissertation fully
reflects this alignment, thus representing an instarrce of a research process where these
three cycles are present,

content of the dissertation.

The introduction chapter has four sections: (1.1) an extensive description of the
author's motivations for undertaking the research,

(1,.2)

a detailed catalog of research

objectives and, research questions, (1.3) a very comprehensive (given its inclusion in
the introduction chapter) discussion of the DSR concept, and (1.a) a brief presentation
of the structure of the doctoral dissertation.

Chapter two is illustrative of the author's ability to integrate theoretical insights across

multiple levels, such as terms and notions, origins of the issue, and state-of-the-art in
a

given research area.

Chapter three attempts to report on the research process and its outcomes, In my
opinion, however, the report has not been designed in a clear and reader-friendly
mannel. Fortunately, the reader can refer to the attachments that do provide complete,
adequate and coherent information on the research procedure,
Chapter four delivers a broad, and reliable description of the artefacts, intersecting and
touching upon

a

number of aspects.

It deepens

what was said before and may be safely

omitted on first perusal.

Chapter five is focused on (elements of) validation performed on the research
outcomes, and offers a good deal of interesting information, such as e.g. processing
times for an array of smartphone models. Regretfully, in real life settings smartphones

of different generations are in simultaneous use (while in the research, these range
from Gaiaxy 46+ to Galaxy S10 Lite, see Figure 5,1),
The conclusion gives a broad summary of the research problem and of the way it has

been tackled, strongly emphasizing its scientific merit. What emerges from

it

is

significant contribution brought to the bulk of globaI scholarly work. The research may
be carried on in pursuit of the post-doctoral degree.
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Summary.
The dissertation unfolds in line with a solid framework that was developed cogently
and followed consistently throughout the research project.

III. Dispute.
contentious areas.
'l'he statement found on p.

9,.

"Thus, both the data and the knowledge about the user,

i.e. the profile, would remain private information accessible only to the service user,

and not transmitted outside the terminal device"

-

rrray be disputable from an

information technology standpoint. It might actually be even more secure to store
private information accessible to each service user in a cloud storage space away f.ot
the user's smartphone and to transmit the data between the cloud and the smartphone

via

a

Virtual Private Network (VPN).

It appears advisable, too, to

implement a secure

mode (where e,g. certain critical processes would only be running under strict
supervision) that would be triggered while the information is being used on a user's
smartphone.

I am not particularly enthusiastic about lengthy introductions that are positioned as

standalone sections/chapters and contain hefty amounts of factual and substantive
information, since this is a measure that excessively stretches the strand of discussion
where the key notions have not yet been accurateiy defined (some readers might even

find it a painful experience). In this specific dissertation,

I suggest

shifting section

1.3

Research Methodology to the beginning of chapter 3, dubbing it e.g. section 3.2, which

could be coupled with moving the brief section2.6 Shortcomings and Gaps in the Existing
Research ahead of

Furthermore,

it

what is now section 1.2 Goal and Research Questions.
seems that the thesis proffered at the bottom of page 10 of the

dissertation should in fact be regarded and termed as a hypothesis. This is supported
by the last sentence found on this page that envisages its validation. It would also be
a good idea to first delineate the assumptions on which it is based.
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As already indicated above, chapter 3 has some misleading downsides. For example,
page2 of the section (p.82of the dissertation) references (point 1.) subsection 3.2.1 that
is not found in the dissertation. On this same pa1e, it appears that point 2. łqould more

accurately refer to section 3.4 rather than subsection 3.3.1. Further, p. 93 states that the

survey preceding and backing the development of the UISPP model tnvolved 2666
persons - 1303 men and 1364women (?).

Questions for the doctoral candidate.
(1) \Ąrhat are the

key lessons and experiences from the use of machine learning for

the implementation of the UISPP model?
(2) Please

explain the notion of research paradigm and its relevance to the scholariy

community, based on the example of DSR.
(3) Is

it possible to examinef

Łrace the

dynamics of personality changes using the

outcomes of your dissertation/research? If so, how can it be done?

Summary.

The contentions and comments presented above shall not be construed

as

undermining the overali high merit of the dissertation. The reviewer's sole intent in

voicing these comments is to explore and better understand the findings of the
dissertation, and to recommend improvements prior to its publication,

IV. Final evaluation.
Assessment of the candidate's general familiarity with theory
The dissertation demonstrates its author's advanced proficiency with relevant theory

and her ability to fully comprehend state-of-the-art in the research area being
investigated as well as to vitally contribute to the scientific exploration of the
application of psychometric variables in segmentation and profiling of digital services.

Importantly, the author's expertise encompasses modern marketing concepts
(including but not limited to such strands as pefsonalizatton, segmentatiory research
gaps, research motivations/ case studies). In addition, she has proven her skill in

managing research projects

in line with the DSR paradigm and knowledge

of
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personality theory/ notably of the Big Five model and automated profiling based on

digital footprints and machine learning. She has also been capable of applying and

her profound acquaintance with classifier performance'
evaluation metrics, organizational paradigms, and information security issues
seamlessly integrating

embracing privacy rights and intrinsic ethical contexts. What needs to be underscored,
too, is that she has shown laudable competence in computer modeling and simulation,

model testing and validatiory design artefact evaluation, and project management.

Conclusion.
In the wake of the value judgments and comments made above, it is concluded and
posited that the doctoral dissertation submitted by Ms Izabela Krzemińska fulfills the

requirements set out in applicable laws. Hence, it is recommended that it be grounds

for the execution of subsequent stages of the doctoral degree award procedure.
Further,

it should be approved for publication with relevant modifications

and

extensions.

Motion to award special merit to the dissertation.

I

hereby recommend that the Research Degree Award Council of the Poznań

University of Economics and Business consider the doctoral dissertationby Ms Izabela

Krzemińska for an award of distinction and special merit in recognition of, and
commensurate with, the contribution it brings to the ongoing evolution of Philip

Kotler's marketing concept, i.e. segmentation of consumer markets based on
psychographic variables

-

an original solution to auto-personalization of digital

services involving the Big Five personality traits.

In her dissertation, Ms lzabela Krzemińska has demonstrated interdisciplinary
knowledge that enables her to fully comprehend and further advance state-of-the-art
in the research area into which her study belongs. She has shown herself as a creative
and hard-working individual capable of consistently and persistently documentin$,
formulating and presenting her research findings.
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